**DEEP THOUGHTS** by Jack Handey

*If a kid asks where rain comes from, I think a cute thing to tell him is, "God is crying." And if he asks why God is crying, another cute thing to tell him is, "Probably because of something you did."

---

1. The recitation section spreadsheets with our record of your scores for course assignments will be put on the web at 3 p.m. today. **They will be updated every Thursday by 3 p.m.** You can view our record of your scores by clicking on the Grades link at course website and then clicking on your recitation section. **Look for the row with your Phys23 PIN.** You’ll find your scores in the labeled columns. If there are no scores in a particular column, then your recitation instructor has not entered them yet. If there are scores for other students but not for you, then you did not do the assignment.

2. **Reading Quiz 04 using online service Expert TA** ([www.theexpertta.com](http://www.theexpertta.com)) is assigned for Lecture 08. Note that Expert TA lists this course as Phys23 Ss2013. The quiz must be completed online by 8:30 am on the day of the Lecture for which it is assigned.